
 

 

 

Go VE - Become an Expert - Dedup, FRBR, and Additional Features 

Q&A from session on February 9, 2021 
 

1. When will it be fully possible to configure dedup and frbr rules in VE? 

There is a development plan, tentatively scheduled for the end of 2021. As part of this development, 
the calculation of FRBR and Dedup will be made more flexible to adjust. Please follow the discussion 
here: https://ideas.exlibrisgroup.com/forums/308176-primo/suggestions/18786928--primo-frbr-
improve-algorythm-consider-all 

2. Are you planning to improve/change the dedup algo? 

This is not on the current Primo VE roadmap. 

3. Will you ever make it possible to dedup (and frbr) CDI with local Alma records? 

No. This would have a severe negative effect on search performance. 

4. You mentioned the brief record display will be the 1st record. How was the 1st record determined? 

In the search results, records that are marked as duplicates are displayed as a single record. The 
metadata is displayed from the first record in the result list and the delivery related information is 
created from all the records in the group. 

5. The metadata is displayed from the first record. What about facet values? Are they too just from the 
first record? 

NO. Facet values are taken from all records. 

6. With classic Primo, we had the option to define custom frbr keys via normalization rules applied to 
our data. Especially we here have a call number which already contains structural information 
identifying different editions of a printed title (1st, 2nd edition etc), With VE it is not possible to 
define custom keys, right? 
 
Correct. There is a development plan, tentatively scheduled for the end of 2021, which will add some 
flexibility to keys and matching calculation. 
 

7. Can you remind us of the difference between dedup/frbr and match & merge? 

A FRBR group is referred to as a match. A Dedup group is referred to as a merge. 

8. Do we have to go item by item when we add a rule? If I want to suppress dedup and frbr for one of 
our libraries, can I recalculate frbr and dedup groups for the whole library in a batch? 
 
Once a suppress rule has been created, you will run the 'Prevent FRBR and/or Dedup in Discovery' job 
on a set of titles. The suppress rules will affect all relevant titles in the set, so that FRBR and Dedup are 
recalculated. 
 

9. Can you please outline basic troubleshooting steps if you have two titles that should have been 
combined in display under FRBR that were not combined. 

The Dedup and FRBR Test Utility page (Configuration Menu > Discovery > Other > Dedup and FRBR 
Test Utility) allows you to compare and analyze records to see whether they meet the criteria to be 
considered duplicate records. 
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10. In Primo BO we set the dedup keys to match only on the 020, 022 and 776 fields. Will this kind of 
customization be replicable with the new configuration for dedup keys announced for Primo VE in the 
2021 roadmap? 

No. 

11. What do you mean by "keys"? 

See: 
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/Primo_VE_(Englis
h)/090Dedup_and_FRBR_for_Primo_VE/010Understanding_the_Dedup_and_FRBR_Processes_(Primo
_VE)#Calculating_the_Keys 

12. What's a vector? 

The result of a calculation of a combination of keys. See: 
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/Primo_VE_(Englis
h)/090Dedup_and_FRBR_for_Primo_VE/010Understanding_the_Dedup_and_FRBR_Processes_(Primo
_VE)#Dedup_Key_Definitions 

13. If I remember correctly, the suppression rules only apply to newly added or updated records, is that 
correct? If that is true, how do you get them to apply to already existing records? 

That is correct. To apply new suppression rules to existing records, run the 'Prevent FRBR and/or 
Dedup in Discovery' job on a set of existing records. 

14. I've had an instance where records seemed to be matched for dedup on the title+ISSN key when the 
ISSN was blank for both records. Is it expected that dedup would consider blank fields to be a match 
or would that be a bug that I should report? 

No. Please report such incidents to Primo Support. 

15. So the MMSID in the docid represents only the first record in a dedup group. Is that correct? 

Correct. 

16. How do you enable the latest edition of a book as the first record in a FRBR group? 

The record that displays in the brief results can be configured to display either information for a 
preferred record or generic information that pertains to all records in the group. There is no simple 
way to have the latest edition set as the preferred record. The record ranked highest in the result list 
will be the preferred record. 

17. I have really struggled to understand the calculations based on 035 fields. Usually what displays is a 
string of all the 035 fields and I do not know if it is trying to match the entire string in the order in 
which it appears or if any one match will do. 

Any one match will do. 

18. FRBR makes it impossible to find a _certain_ edition of Hamlet, even if you search by ISBN. 

The FRBR group will display the preferred or generic record. Clicking on 'show all versions' will lead to 
a list of all members for the FRBR group. 

19. How can we get exact results without turning FRBR off completely? 

This is currently not possible in either Primo VE or Classic Primo. This discussion can be followed and 
voted for: https://ideas.exlibrisgroup.com/forums/308176-primo/suggestions/18579556-add-a-true-
exact-search-to-advanced-search-type 
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20. important to mention: suppress group needs reindexing. 

Adding a suppression rule does not require re-indexing, but rather running the 'Prevent FRBR and/or 
Dedup in Discovery' job on a set of titles. 

21. there's a job for reindexing, BUT the job does NOT have identical settings to the suppress rules. 

Every record that is deduped is also FRBRized (in particular, any dedup group is entirely contained 
within a FRBR group). Therefore, suppress rules allow you to suppress either Dedup or Dedup and 
FRBR. The recalculation job offers an option to prevent only FRBR, but this option is meaningless, and 
will eventually be removed from the UI. 

22. so IZ records don't de-dupe against CZ? Or they don't FRBR? or both? 

CZ records that have been activated in your local Alma institution can match or merge with other local 
Alma records. 

23. Can you suppress for FRBR alone based on format (like material type) or LDR in the bibliographic 
record? 

You can suppress FRBR and Dedup based on material type. It is not possible to suppress FRBR alone. 

24. Can we edit the DeDup or FRBR criteria to modify the resulting keys and thus change what items are 
grouped together? 
 
No. 

 




